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Abstract
Applying the Mond–Pecˇaric´ method to unital positive linear maps, we shall show several
complementary inequalities to Jensen’s inequalities on positive linear maps and consequently
obtain complementary inequalities to Ando’s inequalities associated with operator means. We
shall apply them to obtain complementary estimates for the results by Ando, Aujla–Vasudeva
and Fujii on Hadamard product and operator means. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights
reserved.
1. Introduction
In [1], Ando discussed several operator inequalities associated with positive linear
maps by means of concavity and convexity theorems and applied them to obtain
unusual estimates for the Hadamard product. At first, we recall Kadison’s Schwarz
inequalities on a positive linear map (cf. [9]). For every positive invertible operator
A on H
U

A1=2

6 U.A/1=2 and U.A/−1 6 U

A−1

: (1.1)
Davis [5] and Choi [4] showed the following Jensen’s inequality which extends
(1.1). If f is an operator concave function on an interval I, then
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f .U.A// > U.f .A// (1.2)
for every selfadjoint operator A on H whose spectrum is contained in I.
Ando [1, Theorem 3] showed the following property of a positive linear map in
connection with the operator mean. IfU is a positive linear map, then for any positive
operators A and B
U.A ] B/ 6 U.A/ ]U.B/ and U.A W B/ 6 U.A/ WU.B/; (1.3)
where ] is the geometric mean and W is the harmonic mean. It is considered as a
natural extension of (1.1) by putting B D 1 in (1.3). Inequality (1.3) is extended to
an operator mean  in the Kubo–Ando theory as follows:
U.A  B/ 6 U.A/  U.B/; (1.4)
also see [17]. Inequality (1.4) is moreover extended to a solidarity introduced in
[7], which is pointed out by Ando, Fujii and Mond–Pecˇaric´. However, we restrict
ourselves to an operator mean in this paper.
Ando applied them to obtain estimates for the Hadamard product. The following
gives an estimate from below for the Hadamard product by using of the geometric
mean:
A  B > .A ] B/  .A ] B/: (1.5)
The following gives an estimate from above for the Hadamard product by diagonal
matrices
A  B 6 (As  11=s (Bt  11=t if s; t > 1 and 1
s
C 1
t
D 1: (1.6)
On the other hand, Ando [2] showed the Kantorovich type inequalities on a posi-
tive linear map which are complementary inequalities to (1.1), that is, if A is a posi-
tive operator such that 0 < mI 6 A 6 MI , then
U.A/1=2 6 M C m
2
p
Mm
U

A1=2

and U.A−1/ 6 .M C m/
2
4Mm
U.A/−1: (1.7)
Moreover, Mond and Pecˇaric´ [15] showed extensions of (1.7) and pointed out that the
problem of determining the upper estimates of the difference and the ratio in Jensen’s
inequality is reduced to solving a single variable maximization or minimization prob-
lem by using the concavity of f .t/. Based on the method, they [13,14,16,17] showed
the complementary inequalities to the Hölder–McCarthy inequality and Kantorovich
type one, gave the estimation of the difference and ratio of means of operators, and
discussed various converses to Jensen’s inequality for unital positive linear maps. In
the previous note [12], we deal with general complementary inequalities to Jensen’s
inequality for concave functions. Under our formulation, the concept of comple-
mentary inequalities is simplified and so discussions become clearer. The principle
yields a rich harvest in the field of operator inequalities. We call it the Mond–Pecˇaric´
method.
In this note, moreover applying the Mond–Pecˇaric´ method to unital positive linear
maps, we shall show several complementary inequalities to Jensen’s inequality on
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positive linear maps and consequently obtain complementary inequalities to Ando’s
inequalities associated with the operator mean. Since the Hadamard product is rec-
ognized as the image of a positive linear map, we shall apply them to obtain comple-
mentary inequalities to inequalities of Ando [1], Aujla–Vasudeva [3] and Fujii [6] on
Hadamard product and operator means.
2. Mond–Pecˇaric´ method
Thoughout this section, let U./ be a unital positive linear map from the space of
B.H/ to B.K/, where B.H/ is the C-algebra of all bounded linear operators on a
Hilbert space H. Let f .t/ be a nonnegative concave function on an interval Tm;MU
with 0 < m < M . We define
af D f .M/ − f .m/
M − m and bf D
Mf .m/ − mf .M/
M − m :
If A is a positive (linear) operator on a Hilbert space H with mI 6 A 6 MI
(I being the identity operator), then f .A/ is defined as a positive operator by the
usual functional calculus. A real valued function f is said to be operator monotone on
the interval Tm;MU if
A > B H) f .A/ > f .B/
for every selfadjoint operaror A and B on H whose spectra are contained in Tm;MU,
and f is said to be operator concave on Tm;MU if
f ..1 − /A C B/ > .1 − /f .A/ C f .B/
for all real numbers 1 >  > 0 and every selfadjoint operator A and B whose spectra
are contained in Tm;MU. Jensen’s inequality asserts that the operator concavity of
f .t/ implies
f .U.A// > U.f .A//: (2.1)
Firstly, we shall consider complementary problems to inequality (2.1). We shall
attempt to determine upper estimates for f .U.A// − U.f .A// by means of scalar
multiples of the identity operator I, that is,
I > f .U.A// − U.f .A// (2.2)
and upper estimates for f .U.A// by means of scalar multiples of U.f .A//, that is,
U.f .A// > f .U.A//: (2.3)
To this goal, we shall show the following key theorem, which gives the unified view
of upper estimates in (2.2) and (2.3).
Theorem 2.1. Let f .t/ be a nonnegative real valued continuous strictly concave
twice differentiable function on Tm;MU with 0 < m < M . If A is a positive operator
on a Hilbert space H with mI 6 A 6 MI; then for a given  > 0
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U.f .A// > f .U.A// C I
holds for  D .m;M; f; / D af t0 C bf − f .t0/ and t0 is defined as the unique
solution of f 0.t/ D af = when f 0.M/ 6 af = 6 f 0.m/; otherwise t0 is defined as
M or m according as af = 6 f 0.M/ or f 0.m/ 6 af =.
Proof. Put h.t/ D af t C bf − f .t/. Since f .t/ is strictly concave, the derivative
f 0.t/ is strictly decreasing. Hence if f 0.M/ 6 af = 6 f 0.m/, then in the interval
Tm;MU, h0.t/ D 0 occurs only at t0. Since h00.t/ D −f 00.t/ > 0, this means
min
m6t6M
h.t/ D h.t0/  :
Next, if af = 6 f 0.M/, then h.t/ is decreasing on Tm;MU since h0.t/ < 0. There-
fore we have minm6t6M h.t/ D h.t0/   if t0 D M . Similarly, if f 0.m/ 6 af =,
then we have minm6t6M h.t/ D h.t0/   if t0 D m. Hence it follows that
af t C bf > f .t/ C  for t 2 Tm;MU;
where
af D f .M/ − f .m/
M − m and bf D
Mf .m/ − mf .M/
M − m :
Therefore applying this inequality to U.A/ we have
afU.A/ C bf I > f .U.A// C I:
On the other hand, since f .t/ is concave, we have
f .t/ > af t C bf for t 2 Tm;MU;
so that the inequality applied to A and then to U./ implies that
U.f .A// > afU.A/ C bf I:
Combining these two inequalities we obtain
U.f .A// > f .U.A// C I: 
Theorem 2.2. Let f and A be as in Theorem 2.1 except that f .t/ is strictly convex.
Then for a given  > 0
U.f .A// 6 f .U.A// C I
holds for  D af t0 C bf − f .t0/; where t0 is defined as the unique solution of
f 0.t/ D af = when f 0.m/ 6 af = 6 f 0.M/; otherwise t0 is defined as m or M
according as af = 6 f 0.m/ or f 0.M/ 6 af =.
Remark 2.3.
(1) Notice that the operator concavity (resp. operator convexity ) of f is not assumed
in Theorem 2.1 (resp. Theorem 2.2).
(2) If we put  D 1 in Theorem 2.1, then we have the special case of [15,
Theorem 6]. If f .t/ is a real valued continuous strictly concave twice differ-
entiable function on Tm;MU, then
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−I > f .U.A// − U.f .A//
holds for  D af t0 C bf − f .t0/ .< 0/ and t0 such that f 0.t0/ D af . Indeed,
since f is strictly concave, it follows that f 0.M/ 6 af 6 f 0.m/.
Further if we choose  such that  D 0 in Theorem 2.1, then we have the special
case of [15, Theorem 5].
Corollary 2.4. Let f and A be as in Theorem 2.1 and f .t/ > 0 on Tm;MU. Then
U.f .A// > min
m6t6M

af t C bf
f .t/

f .U.A//:
Proof. Put h.t/ D af t C bf − f .t/. If we put  D 0 in Theorem 2.1, then we have
minm6t6M h.t/ D h.t0/ D 0, where t0 2 .m;M/ is the unique solution of f 0.t/ D
af =. In fact, if t0 D m or M, then it follows that minm6t6M h.t/ D h.t0/ D 0 and
so  D 1. This means af t C bf − f .t/ > 0 for t 2 Tm;MU, which contradicts the
concavity of f .t/. Hence it follows that  D .af t0 C bf /=f .t0/ and
f .t/ 6 af t C bf for t 2 Tm;MU:
Therefore, by a similar proof as in Theorem 2.1, we obtain
f .U.A// 6 afU.A/ C bf I 6 U.f .A//:
We shall show  D minm6t6M.af t C bf /=f .t/. To prove it, we put g.t/ D .af t C
bf /=f .t/. Then we have
g0.t/ D H.t/
f .t/2
;
where H.t/ D af f .t/ − .af t C bf /f 0.t/. By the concavity of f .t/ and f .m/;
f .M/ > 0, it follows that H 0.t/ D −.af t C bf /f 00.t/ > 0. Hence H.t/ is increasing
on Tm;MU and
H.t0/ D af f .t0/ − .af t0 C bf /f 0.t0/ D af f .t0/ − .af t0 C bf /af

D 0:
This implies that g.t0/ D minm6t6M g.t/ so that we have
 D af t0 C bf
f .t0/
D min
m6t6M
af t C bf
f .t/
: 
Corollary 2.5. Let f and A be as in Theorem 2.1 except that f .t/ is strictly convex
and f .t/ > 0 on Tm;MU. Then
U.f .A// 6 max
m6t6M

af t C bf
f .t/

f .U.A//:
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The following corollaries are the special case of Theorem 2.1, but we nevertheless
need the explicit estimation of  D .m;M; f; / for a given  > 0 after the next
section.
Corollary 2.6. Let A be a positive operator on a Hilbert space H such that 0 <
mI 6 A 6 MI and 0 < p < 1 (resp. p < 0; p > 1). Then for a given  > 0
U
(
Ap

> U.A/p C I .resp: U (Ap 6 U.A/p C I/ (2.4)
holds for
 D (m;M; xp; 
D
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
.p − 1/

1
p
Mp − mp
M − m
p=.p−1/
C Mm
p − mMp
M − m
if pmp−1 > 1

Mp − mp
M − m > pM
p−1;
minf.1 − /Mp; .1 − /mpg otherwise;
resp.
 D (m;M; xp; 
D
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
.p − 1/

1
p
Mp − mp
M − m
p=.p−1/
C Mm
p − mMp
M − m
if pmp−1 6 1

Mp − mp
M − m 6 pM
p−1;
maxf.1 − /Mp; .1 − /mpg otherwise:
In particular, if 0 < p < 1; then the following inequalities hold:
.i/ U
(
Ap

> U.A/p C
 
.p − 1/

1
p
Mp − mp
M − m
p=.p−1/
C Mm
p − mMp
M − m
!
I;
.ii/ U
(
Ap

> Mm
p − mMp
.1 − p/.M − m/

1 − p
p
Mp − mp
Mmp − mMp
p
U.A/p:
If p < 0 or p > 1; then the reverse inequalities of (i) and (ii) hold.
Proof. We have inequality (i) if we put  D 1 in (2.4) and (ii) if we choose  such
that  D 0 in (2.4). 
Remark 2.7.
(1) Inequalities (i) and (ii) in Corollary 2.6 are shown directly in [15].
(2) Notice that the constant of (ii) in Corollary 2.6 coincides with Furuta’s constant
KC.m;M;p/ in [8].
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Corollary 2.8. Let A be a positive operator on a Hilbert space H such that 0 <
mI 6 A 6 MI . Then for a given  > 0
U

A−1

6 U.A/−1 C I
holds for
 D

m;M; x−1; 

D
8>>><
>>>:
M C m
Mm
− 2
r

Mm
if m
M
6  6 M
m
;
max

1 − 
m
;
1 − 
M

if either 0 <  < m
M
or
M
m
< :
In particular,
U

A−1

− U.A/−1 6 .
p
M − pm/2
Mm
I; (2.5)
U

A−1

6 .M C m/
2
4Mm
U.A/−1: (2.6)
Remark 2.9. Inequalities (2.5) and (2.6) are established directly in [15], and also
in [2].
3. Complementary inequalities to inequalities of Jensen and Ando
In [1], Ando studied how the operator mean modified when filtered through a
positive linear map. In this section, we shall show complementary inequalities to its
modification by virtue of Theorem 2.1.
The Kubo–Ando theory of operator means [11] is indispensable for that purpose:
A map .A;B/ ! A  B in the cone of positive invertible operators is called an op-
erator mean if the following conditions are satisfied:
(M1) monotonity: A 6 C and B 6 D imply A  B 6 C  D,
(M2) upper continuity: An # A and Bn # B imply An  Bn # A  B,
(M3) transformer inequality: T .AB/T 6 .T AT /.T BT / for every operator T.
The normalized condition, A  A D A, is not assumed here. A key for the theo-
ry is that there is a one-to-one correspondence between an operator mean  and a
nonnegative operator monotone function f .t/ on T0;1/ through the formula
f .t/ D 1  t .t > 0/;
or
A  B D A1=2

1  A−1=2BA−1=2

A1=2 D A1=2f

A−1=2BA−1=2

A1=2
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for all A;B > " > 0. We say that  has the representing function f. In this case,
notice that f .t/ is operator monotone if and only if it is operator concave.
Simple examples of operator means are the arithmetic mean r and harmonic
mean W defined by
ArB D 1
2
.A C B/ and A W B D

1
2

A−1 C B−1
−1
;
respectively. Another one is the geometric mean ] which is just corresponding to the
operator monotonity of the square root. As a matter of fact, the p-power mean ]p,
0 6 p 6 1, are determined by the operator monotone function tp ;
A ]p B D A1=2

A−1=2BA−1=2
p
A1=2
and the geometric mean ] is defined as ] D ]1=2, namely A ] B D A1=2.A−1=2B
A−1=2/1=2A1=2.
The following equivalence is well-known.
Lemma 3.1. Let U be a unital positive linear map from B.H/ to B.K/. Suppose
that an operator mean  has the represention function f which is not affine. For
positive operators A and B, the following statements are mutually equivalent:
(i) U.A  B/ 6 U.A/  U.B/:
(ii) U.f .A// 6 f .U.A//:
Proof. It suffices to show that (ii) implies (i). By a nice technique in [1], we consider
the map W by
W.X/ D U.A/−1=2U

A1=2XA1=2

U.A/−1=2:
Since W is a unital positive linear map, it follows from the assumption of (ii) that
W

f

A−1=2BA−1=2

6 f

W

A−1=2BA−1=2

:
Therefore we have
U.A  B/DU.A/1=2W

f

A−1=2BA−1=2

U.A/1=2
6U.A/1=2

f

W

A−1=2BA−1=2

U.A/1=2
DU.A/  U.B/: 
We shall show the following complementary inequality to inequality (i) in Lemma
3.1.
Theorem 3.2. Let A and B be positive operators such that 0 < m1I 6 A 6 M1I
and 0 < m2I 6 B 6 M2I . Suppose that an operator mean  has the representing
function f which is not affine. If U is a positive linear map, then for a given  > 0
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U.A  B/ > U.A/  U.B/ C U.A/
holds for  D af t0 C bf − f .t0/ and t0 is defined as the unique solution of f 0.t/ D
af = when f 0.M/ 6 af = 6 f 0.m/; otherwise t0 is defined as M or m according
as af = 6 f 0.M/ or f 0.m/ 6 af =; where m D m2=M1; M D M2=m1 and
U.B  A/ > U.B/  U.A/ C U.B/
holds for  which is defined just as above with m D m1=M2 and M D M1=m2.
Proof. We prove only the former. By virtue of Lemma 3.1, we consider the map W
by
W.X/ D U.A/−1=2U

A1=2XA1=2

U.A/−1=2:
SinceW is a unital positive linear map and the representing function f is a nonnegative
operator concave function, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that for a given  > 0
W

f

A−1=2BA−1=2

> f

W

A−1=2BA−1=2

C I
holds for  D .m2=M1;M2=m1; f; / in Theorem 2.1. Therefore we have
U.A  B/ DU.A/1=2W

f

A−1=2BA−1=2

U.A/1=2
>U.A/1=2

f

W

A−1=2BA−1=2

C I

U.A/1=2
D U.A/  U.B/ C U.A/: 
Remark 3.3. If we put  D 1 in Theorem 3.2, then we have the following:
−U.A/ > U.A/  U.B/ − U.A  B/
.resp. − U.B/ > U.B/  U.A/ − U.B  A//
holds for  D af t0 C bf − f .t0/ and t0 such that f 0.t0/ D af , where m D m2=M1
and M D M2=m1 (resp. m D m1=M2 and M D M1=m2).
Further if we choose  such that  D 0 in Theorem 3.2, then we have the follow-
ing corollary.
Corollary 3.4. Let A;B;m;M;  and U be as in Theorem 3.2. Then
U.A  B/ > min
m6t6M

af t C bf
f .t/

U.A/  U.B/:
Proof. Since the representing function f of  is a nonaffine and a nonnegative oper-
ator concave function, Corollary 3.4 follows from Corollary 2.4. 
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Corollary 3.5. Let A and B be positive operators such that 0 < m1I 6 A 6 M1I
and 0 < m2I 6 B 6 M2I . Let 0 < p < 1. If U is a positive linear map, then for a
given  > 0
U.A ]p B/ > U.A/ ]p U.B/ C U.A/
holds for
 D
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
.p − 1/

1
p
Mp − mp
M − m
p=.p−1/
C Mm
p − mMp
M − m
if pmp−1 > 1

Mp − mp
M − m > pM
p−1;
minf.1 − /Mp; .1 − /mpg otherwise;
where m D m2=M1 and M D M2=m1; and
U.B ]p A/ > U.B/ ]p U.A/ C U.B/
holds for  which is defined just as above with m D m1=M2 and M D M1=m2. In
particular,
U.A ]p B/ − U.A/ ]p U.B/
>
 
.p − 1/

1
p
Mp − mp
M − m
p=.p−1/
C Mm
p − mMp
M − m
!
U.A/;
U.A ]p B/ >
Mmp − mMp
.1 − p/.M − m/

1 − p
p
Mp − mp
Mmp − mMp
p
U.A/ ]p U.B/;
where m D m2=M1 and M D M2=m1.
Proof. Since the representing function of the p-power mean ]p is f .t/ D tp .0 <
p < 1/, Corollary 3.5 follows from Theorem 3.2. 
Remark 3.6. Replacing B D 1 and p D 1=2 in Corollary 3.5 and assume that U is
unital, we have U.1 ] A/ > 1 ]U.A/ C U.I/ and hence U.A1=2/ > U.A/1=2 C
I . Therefore this corollary is considered as an extension of 2-variable case of
Corollary 2.6.
Corollary 3.7. Let A and B be positive operators such that 0 < m1I 6 A 6 M1I
and 0 < m2I 6 B 6 M2I . If U is a positive linear map, then for a given  > 0
U.A ] B/>U.A/ ]U.B/
C 4
p
m1m2M1M2 − 2
(p
M1M2 C pm1m2
2
4
p
m1M1.
p
M1M2 C pm1m2/ U.A/;
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U.A ] B/>U.A/ ]U.B/
C 4
p
m1m2M1M2 − 2
(p
M1M2 C pm1m2
2
4
p
m2M2.
p
M1M2 C pm1m2/ U.B/:
In particular,
U.A/ ]U.B/ 6
p
M1M2 C pm1m2
2 4
p
m1m2M1M2
U.A ] B/;
U.A/ ]U.B/ − U.A ] B/ 6 min
(s
M1
m1
;
s
M2
m2
) (p
M1M2 − pm1m2
2
4
(p
M1M2 C pm1m2
I:
Proof. If we put p D 1=2 in Corollary 3.5, then we have this corollary since the
geometric mean is symmetric, that is, A ] B D B ] A. 
Corollary 3.8. Let A and B be positive operators such that 0 < m1I 6 A 6 M1I
and 0 < m2I 6 B 6 M2I . If U is a positive linear map, then for a given  > 0
U.A W B/ > U.A/ WU.B/ C U.A/
holds for
 D 2
.1 C M/.1 C m/


2
p
.1 C M/.1 C m/ − 1 C mM − .1 C M/.1 C m/

;
where
1 C m
1 C M 6  6
1 C M
1 C m and m D
m2
M1
; M D M2
m1
:
In particular,
U.A W B/ >
(p
M2m2 C pM1m1
2
.M1 C m2/.M2 C m1/ U.A/ WU.B/;
U.A/ WU.B/ − U.A W B/ 6 2
.m1 C M2/.m2 C M1/

p
.m1 C M2/.m2 C M1/ −
p
m1M1
2 − m2M2

U.A/:
Proof. Since the representing function of the harmonic mean W is f .t/ D 2t=.1 C t/,
Corollary 3.8 follows from Theorem 3.2. 
Remark 3.9. In the same way, we can obtain similar inequalities for the arithmetic,
geometric and harmonic means, which are defined, respectively, by
A r B D A C .1 − /B;
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A ] B D A1=2

A−1=2BA−1=2
1−
A1=2;
A W B D
h
A−1 C .1 − /B−1
i−1
:
Remark 3.10. As a result of Corollary 3.7, we have the following theorem of
Nakamoto–Nakamura [18]. If A is a positive operator such that 0 < mI 6 A 6 MI ,
then
U.A/ ]U.A−1/ 6 M C m
2
p
Mm
for a unital positive linear map U.
Indeed, if we replace B by A−1 in Corollary 3.7 we have this inequality.
Ando unified Kadison’s Schwarz inequaities (1.1) into a single form without the
presence of unitality in [1, Corollary 3.1]. If U is a positive linear map, then for any
positive invertible operators A and B
U.B/U.A/−1U.B/ 6 U

BA−1B

: (3.1)
We shall show the following complementary inequality of (3.1) by virtue of Corol-
lary 2.8.
Corollary 3.11. Let A and B be positive operators such that 0 < m1I 6 A 6 M1I
and 0 < m2I 6 B 6 M2I . If U is a positive linear map, then for a given  > 0
U

BA−1B

6 U.B/U.A/−1U.B/ C U.B/
holds for
 D
8>>><
>>>:
M C m
Mm
− 2
r

Mm
if m
M
6  6 M
m
;
max

1 − 
m
;
1 − 
M

if either 0 <  < m
M
or
M
m
< ;
where m D m1=M2 and M D M1=m2. In particular,
U

BA−1B

6 .m1m2 C M1M2/
2
4m1m2M1M2
U.B/U.A/−1U.B/;
U

BA−1B

− U.B/U.A/−1U.B/ 6 M2
(p
M1M2 − pm1m2
2
M1m1
U.I/:
Proof. By a similar method as in Theorem 3.2, it follows from Corollary 2.8 that
U.BA−1B/DU.B/1=2W

B−1=2AB−1=2
−1
U.B/1=2
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6U.B/1=2

W

B−1=2AB−1=2
−1 C IU.B/1=2
DU.B/U.A/−1U.B/ C U.B/: 
4. Hadamard product and operator mean
In this section, we show complementary inequalities to inequalities of Ando [1],
Aujla–Vasudeva [3] and Fujii [6] on Hadamard product and the operator means.
According to [6,19], the Hadamard product of operators on a Hilbert space H is
defined as follows: If U is the isometry of H into H ⊗ H such that Uen D en ⊗ en;
where feng is a fixed orthonormal basis of H, then the Hadamard product A  B of
(bounded) operators A and B on H for feng is expressed as
A  B D U.A ⊗ B/U:
A real valued continuous function f is called supermultiplicative (resp. submulti-
plicative ) if f .xy/ > f .x/f .y/ (resp. f .xy/ 6 f .x/f .y/). For an operator mean
 with the representing function f, the transpose  0 with f 0 is defined by
A  0 B D B  A and f 0.x/ D xf

1
x

:
Fujii [6, Theorem 5] showed the following theorem which is a generalization of
[3, Theorem 4.1]. If  is an operator mean with supermultiplicative representing
function f, then
.A  C/  .B  D/ 6 .A  B/  .C  D/ (4.1)
for operators A;B;C;D > 0.
We shall show the following inequality by virtue of Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 4.1. Let A;B;C and D be positive operators such that 0 < m1I 6 A ⊗
B 6 M1I and 0 < m2I 6 C ⊗ D 6 M2I . If an operator mean  has the represent-
ing function f which is submultiplicative and not affine, then for a given
 > 0
.A  C/  .B  D/ > .A  B/  .C  D/ C .A  B/ (4.2)
holds for  D af t0 C bf − f .t0/ and t0 is defined as the unique solution of f 0.t/ D
af = when f 0.M/ 6 af = 6 f 0.m/; otherwise t0 is defined as M or m according
as af = 6 f 0.M/ or f 0.m/ 6 af =; where m D m2=M1; M D M2=m1 and
.C  A/  .D  B/ > .C  D/  .A  B/ C .C  D/
holds for  which is defined just as above with m D m1=M2 and M D M1=m2.
Proof. Putting X D A−1=2CA−1=2 and Y D B−1=2DB−1=2, then it follows from the
submultiplicativity of f that
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.A  C/ ⊗ .B  D/D.A ⊗ B/1=2.f .X/ ⊗ f .Y //.A ⊗ B/1=2
>.A ⊗ B/1=2.f .X ⊗ Y //.A ⊗ B/1=2
D.A ⊗ B/  .C ⊗ D/:
Since the representing function f is not affine, by Theorem 3.2, the following inequal-
ity
.A  C/  .B  D/DU..A  C/ ⊗ .B  D//U
>U..A ⊗ B/  .C ⊗ D//U
>U.A ⊗ B/U  U.C ⊗ D/U C U.A ⊗ B/U
D.A  B/  .C  D/ C .A  B/
holds for  D .m2=M1;M2=m1; f; / in Theorem 2.1. 
Remark 4.2. If we put  D 1 in Theorem 4.1, then we have the following:
−.A  B/ > .A  B/  .C  D/ − .A  C/  .B  D/
.resp. − .C  D/ > .C  D/  .A  B/ − .C  A/  .D  B//
holds for  D af t0 C bf − f .t0/ and t0 such that f 0.t0/ D af , where m D m2=M1
and M D M2=m1 (resp. m D m1=M2 and M D M1=m2).
Further, if we choose  such that  D 0 in Theorem 4.1, then we have the follow-
ing corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Let A;B;C;D and  be as in Theorem 4.1 hold. Then
.A  C/  .B  D/ > min
m6t6M

af t C bf
f .t/

.A  B/  .C  D/:
Proof. Since the representing function f of  is a nonaffine and a nonnegative oper-
ator concave function, Corollary 4.3 follows from Corollary 3.4. 
As we assume the submultiplicativity of f in Theorem 4.1, inequality (4.2) is not
always a complementary inequality to inequality (4.1). However, since the repre-
senting function f .x/ D xp of the p-power mean is submultiplicative and supermul-
tiplicative, we have the following complementrary inequality to the inequality of the
p-power mean by virtue of Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.4. Let A;B;C and D be positive operators such that 0 < m1I 6 A ⊗
B 6 M1I and 0 < m2I 6 C ⊗ D 6 M2I . Let 0 < p < 1. Then for a given  > 0
.A ]p C/  .B ]p D/ > .A  B/ ]p .C  D/ C .A  B/
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hold for
 D
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
.p − 1/

1
p
Mp − mp
M − m
p=.p−1/
C Mm
p − mMp
M − m
if pmp−1 > 1

Mp − mp
M − m > pM
p−1;
minf.1 − /Mp; .1 − /mpg otherwise;
where m D m2=M1; M D M1=m2 and
.C ]p A/  .D ]p B/ > .C  D/ ]p .A  B/ C .C  D/
hold for  which is defined just as above with m D m1=M2 and M D M1=m2. In
particular,
.i/ .A  B/ ]p .C  D/ − .A ]p C/  .B ]p D/
6
 
.1 − p/

1
p
Mp − mp
M − m
p=.p−1/
− Mm
p − mMp
M − m
!
A  B;
.ii/ .A ]p C/  .B ]p D/> Mm
p − mMp
.1 − p/.M − m/

1 − p
p
Mp − mp
Mmp − mMp
p
.A  B/ ]p .C  D/;
where m D m2=M1 and M D M2=m1.
Ando [1, Theorem 13] gave better estimates from below for the Hadamard product
by using of operator means. If A and B are positive operators, then
A  B > .A ] B/  .A ] B/; (4.3)
A  B > .A W B/  .A r B/: (4.4)
We shall show the following complementary inequalities of (4.3) and (4.4) by means
of Corollary 4.4.
Corollary 4.5. If A and B are positive operators such that 0 < m1I 6 A 6 M1I
and 0 < m2I 6 B 6 M2I; then the following inequalities hold:
.i/ A  B − .A ] B/  .A ] B/ 6 1
4
s
M1M2
m1m2
.M1M2 − m1m2/2
M1M2 C m1m2 I;
.ii/ A  B 6 M1M2 C m1m2
2
p
M1M2m1m2
.A ] B/  .A ] B/;
.iii/ A  B − .A W B/  .A r B/
6 M1
4m1.m1 C m2/2
(
.M1 C M2/2M21 − .m1 C m2/2m21
2
.M1 C M2/2M21 C .m1 C m2/2m21
I:
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Proof. In Corollary 4.4, replacing both C and D by B and A and putting p D 1=2,
then for a given  > 0
.A ] B/  .B ] A/
> .A  B/ ] .B  A/ C 4m1m2M1M2 − 
2 .M1M2 C m1m2/2
4
p
m1m2M1M2.M1M2 C m1m2/ A  B:
If we put  D 1, then we have the first inequality (i). If we choose  such that  D
0, then we have the second one (ii). Finally, since .m1 C m2/I 6 A C B 6 .M1 C
M2/I , m21=.M1 C M2/I 6 A.A C B/−1A 6 M21=.m1 C m2/I and .XY−1X/ ] Y D
X for positive operators X and Y, then we have
A−1 C B−1
−1  .A C B/DA − A.A C B/−1A  .A C B/
DA  A C A  B −

A.A C B/−1A

 .A C B/
>A  A C A  B − .A  A C I/DA  B−I;
where
 D M1
4m1.m1 C m2/2
(
.M1 C M2/2M21 − .m1 C m2/2m21
2
.M1 C M2/2M21 C .m1 C m2/2m21
;
which implies the desired inequality (iii). 
As an application of (4.1), Fujii [6, Corollary 6] showed an extension of Fiedler’s
theorem A  A−1 > 1:
Aa  Ab > AtaCsb  AtaCsb
for a; b 2 R and t C s D 1; t; s > 0. On the other hand, Kitamura and one of the
authors [10] gave an estimate from above to Fiedler’s theorem. If A is a positive
operator such that 0 < mI 6 A 6 MI , then
A  A−1 6 m
2 C M2
2mM
I D 1
2

 C −1

I;
where  D M=m is the generalized condition number in the sense of Turing. We shall
show the following complementary inequalities to Fiedler’s inequality for operators.
Corollary 4.6. Let A be a positive operator such that 0 < mI 6 A 6 MI . If a; b 2
R and t C s D 1 for nonnegative numbers t; s; then for a given  > 0
AtaCsb  AtaCsb > . C /

Aa  Ab

holds for
 D .s − 1/

1
s
2s − 1
s−1.2 − 1/
s=.s−1/
C 1 − 
2s−1
s−2.2 − 1/ ;
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where  D .M=m/aCb. In particular,
AtaCsb  AtaCsb > 1
1 − s
1 − 2s−2
s−2.2 − 1/

1 − s
s
2s − 1
 − 2s−1
s 
Aa  Ab

;
where  D .M=m/aCb.
Proof. In Theorem 4.1, replacing both A and C by Aa , both B and D by Ab and
applying the operator mean with the representing function f .x/ D xs , we have this
corollary. 
Remark 4.7. Put a D 1, b D −1, s D t D 1=2 in Corollary 4.5(ii), we have A 
A−1 6 ..M2 C m2/=2mM/I .
Moreover, as a variation of (1.6), Fujii [6, Theorem 7] showed a generalization
of 2-variable case of Ando’s theorem [1, Theorem 16]. If f is a supermultiplicative
nonnegative operator monotone function on .0;1/, then
f .A/  f 0.B/ 6 .B  1/f

.A  1/.B  1/−1

: (4.5)
We shall show the following inequality to (4.5):
Theorem 4.8. Let A and B be positive operators such that 0 < m1I 6 A 6 M1I
and 0 < m2I 6 B 6 M2I . If f is a submultiplicative nonnegative operator mono-
tone strictly concave function on .0;1/; then for a given  > 0
f .A/  f 0.B/ > .B  1/f

.A  1/.B  1/−1

C .B  1/
holds for  D af t0 C bf − f .t0/ and t0 is defined as the unique solution of f 0.t/ D
af = when f 0.M/ 6 af = 6 f 0.m/; otherwise t0 is defined as M or m according
as af = 6 f 0.M/ or f 0.m/ 6 af =; where m D m1=M2 and M D M1=m2.
Proof. Let  be the operator mean corresponding to f. Then it follows from Theorem
4.1 that
f .A/  f 0.B/D.1  A/  .B  1/
>.1  B/  .A  1/ C .1  B/
D.B  1/f

.A  1/.B  1/−1

C .B  1/;
where  D .m1=M2;M1=m2; f; / in Theorem 2.1. 
Remark 4.9. If we put  D 1 in Theorem 4.8, then we have the following:
−.B  1/ > .B  1/f

.A  1/.B  1/−1

− f .A/  f 0.B/
for  D af t0 C bf − f .t0/.< 0/ and t0 such that f 0.t0/ D af ; where m D m1=M2
and M D M1=m2.
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Further, if we choose  such that  D 0 in Theorem 4.8, then we have the follow-
ing corollary.
Corollary 4.10. Let A;B; f;m and M be as in Theorem 4.8. Then
f .A/  f 0.B/ > min
m6t6M

af t C bf
f .t/

.B  1/f

.A  1/.B  1/−1

:
Proof. Corollary 4.10 follows from Corollary 4.2. 
We have the following complementary inequality to (1.6):
A  B 6 (As  11=s (Bt  11=t if s; t > 1 and 1
s
C 1
t
D 1;
since the power function f .x/ D xs is supermultiplicative and submultiplicative.
Corollary 4.11. Let A and B be positive operators such that 0 < m1I 6 A 6 M1I
and 0 < m2I 6 B 6 M2I . If t C s D 1 for nonnegative numbers t and s, then for a
given  > 0
A  B > 

A1=s  1
s 
B1=t  1
t C .B  1/
holds for
 D
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
.s − 1/

1
s
Ms − ms
M − m
s=.s−1/
C Mm
s − mMs
M − m
if sms−1 > 1

Ms − ms
M − m > sM
s−1;
minf.1 − /Ms; .1 − /msg otherwise;
where m D m1=s1 M−1=t2 and M D M1=s1 m−1=t2 . In particular,
A  B −

A1=s  1
s 
B1=t  1
t
>
 
.s − 1/

1
s
Ms − ms
M − m
s=.s−1/
C Mm
s − mMs
M − m
!
.B  1/;
A  B > Mm
s − mMs
.1 − s/.M − m/

1 − s
s
Ms − ms
Mms − mMs
s 
A1=s  1
s 
B1=t  1
t
:
Proof. Put f .x/ D xs and f 0.x/ D xt in Theorem 4.8. 
Putting s D t D 1=2 in Corollary 4.11, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.12. Let A and B be positive operators such that 0 < m1I 6 A 6 M1I
and 0 < m2I 6 B 6 M2I . Then
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A  B 6

A2  1
1=2 
B2  1
1=2
6 M1M2 C m1m2
2
p
m1m2M1M2
A  B; (4.6)

A2  1
1=2 
B2  1
1=2 − .A  B/
6 min

1
m1
;
1
m2

.M1M2 − m1m2/2
4 .M1M2 C m1m2/ I: (4.7)
Ando showed the following inequality [1, Theorem 20], which extends to the
result for correlation matrices by Styan [20]. If A is a positive invertible operator on
H, then
2.A  1/

A−1  A C 1
−1
.A  1/ 6 A  A:
By virtue of Corollary 2.8, we shall give the following complementary inequality to
the Ando–Styan inequality on the Hadamard product.
Theorem 4.13. Let A be a positive operator on H such that 0 < m 6 A 6 M . Then
for a given  > 0 the following inequality holds:
A  A62.A  1/.A−1  A C 1/−1.A  1/
C 2
(
m2 C M2 − 2pmM
m C M .A  1/:
In particular,
A  A 6 1
2

M2 C m2
Mm
2
.A  1/

A−1  A C 1
−1
.A  1/;
A  A − 2.A  1/

A−1  A C 1
−1
.A  1/ 6 2.M − m/
2
M C m .A  1/:
Proof. By means of a nice technique of Ando [1], put X D A ⊗ A−1 C A−1 ⊗ A C
2 and Y D A ⊗ 1 C 1 ⊗ A. Then we have .2m=M/ C 2 6 X 6 .2M=m/ C 2, 2m 6
Y 6 2M and A ⊗ A D YX−1Y . Consider the map U from B.H ⊗ H/ to B.H/ by
U.X/ D UXU for an isometry U, then by Corollary 3.11, we have
U.A ⊗ A/ D U

YX−1Y

6 U.Y /U.X/−1U.Y / C U.Y /
holds for  D ..M C m/=M2; .M C m/=m2; x−1; / in Corollary 2.8. 
Moreover, we shall show the following complementray inequality to Ando–Styan
inequality for two positive operators.
Corollary 4.14. Let A and B be positive operators such that 0 < m1I 6 A 6 M1I
and 0 < m2I 6 B 6 M2I . Then for a given  > 0
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A  B6..A C B/  1/
n
A−1  B C A  B−1 C 2I
o−1
..A C B/  1/ C ..A C B/  1/
holds for
 D .M1 C M2/M1M2
m1M1 C m2M2 C 2M1M2 C
.m1 C m2/m1m2
m1M1 C m2M2 C 2m1m2
− 2
s

m1M1 C m2M2 C 2M1M2
.M1 C M2/M1M2
m1M1 C m2M2 C 2m1m2
.m1 C m2/m1m2 :
Proof. Put X D B ⊗ A−1 C B−1 ⊗ A C 2 and Y D B ⊗ 1 C 1 ⊗ A. Then we have
m1=M2 C m2=M1 C 2 6 X 6 M1=m2 C M2=m1 C 2, .m1 C m2/ 6 Y 6 .M1 C
M2/ and X D Y .A ⊗ B/−1Y . Just as in the proof of Theorem 4.13 we have
U.A ⊗ B/ 6 U.Y /U.X/−1U.Y / C U.Y /
holds for
 D 

m1M1 C m2M2 C 2M1M2
M1M2.M1 C M2/ ;
m1M1 C m2M2 C 2m1m2
m1m2.m1 C m2/ ; x
−1; 

:
This completes the proof. 
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